TOOLS FOR EDUCATORS

BY LORI SCHWARTZ REICHL

KEY CHANGES: REFRESHING YOUR MUSIC PROGRAM

Summer Is Coming
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Make a
Musical
Splash
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s the weather begins to warm, thoughts JOTUSVDUPSTGPSTUVEFOUTBOEGBNJMJFTUPWJFX1SPWJEF
of the summer fill our minds. The joy of a variety of camps that include different formats,
awakening when the sun rises, not when EBUFT MPDBUJPOT JOTUSVDUPST BOEQSJDFT"MMPXZPVS
our alarms chime, is closer. The ability to students and their families a chance to choose which
experience a relaxing lunch that lasts opportunities fit their summer schedules. If there
NPSFUIBONJOVUFTJTTPPOVQPOVT JTOUBOPĄFSJOHUIBUZPVGFFMTFSWFTUIFOFFETPGZPVS
"OE XFDBOFOKPZBXFFLEBZPSNPSF DPNNVOJUZ DSFBUFPOF4UBSUTNBMMBOEMPDBM$POXJUIGBNJMZBOEGSJFOET XJUIPVUXPS- sider creating a summer music workshop for a specific
rying about preparing substitute plans.
JOTUSVNFOUPSWPJDFQBSU4FUVQBDBNQXIFSF
The summer provides educators an opportunity advanced musicians serve as counselors and train the
to refresh our minds, recharge our bodies, and regain MFTTFYQFSJFODFENVTJDJBOT$SFBUFBNVTJDFOTFNCMF
a sense of balance. It often provides
that rehearses once a week throughout
“Continuous
enrichment or entertainment time that
the summer or intensely for several hours
JTOUPGUFOBWBJMBCMFEVSJOHUIFBDBEFNJD improvement is GPSPOFGVMMXFFL%JTDPWFSQPTTJCMF
year. It can allow for time to reflect on better than
indoor and outdoor venues where the
UIFQBTUBDBEFNJDZFBSTBDIJFWFNFOUT delayed
FOTFNCMFDBOQFSGPSN$POTJEFSUIF
and challenges and to prepare for perfection.”
school auditorium, a church, an amphitheater, a local restaurant, poolside at the
another musical year to be even more —MARK TWAIN
positive and productive than the last.
We may spend time during the summer
choosing repertoire, repairing instruments, enhancing a course handbook,
creating documents, scheduling events,
or updating our websites. Many of us
will work at a summer camp, conduct
an ensemble, teach private lessons, or
dare I say, disconnect entirely from the
musical world for a brief moment. Others will register for courses to maintain
teaching certificates or to earn an
additional certification, advanced
degree, or salary enhancement. Whatever we plan to do, the summer can be
an opportunity to improve ourselves
and/or others, and to refresh our music
programs.
"TUIFTDIPPMZFBSCFHJOTUPXJOEEPXO FODPVS- community swim club, at a Fourth of July event, and
age your students to engage in some form of musical TPGPSUI1BSFOUTBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPSFHJTUFSUIFJS
training over the summer break. This may eliminate children for a summer program when they trust the
regression of musical knowledge, allow for improve- staff and instructors to keep their children safe, active,
ment, and retain students who may be on the fence and educated.
%PZPVXBOUUPFYQBOEZPVSJOTUSVDUJPOBM NVTJBCPVUDPOUJOVJOHJOBNVTJDQSPHSBN$SFBUFBOE
distribute a list of local music camps and private DBM QFEBHPHJDBM BOEPSUFDIOPMPHJDBMTLJMMT "UUFNQU
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to find
a summer program that will interest
61?
0&#57//'4241)4#/6*#69+..+06'4'56
you, develop your musicianship, and/or
;17&'8'.12;174/75+%+#05*+2#0&
14
inspire you to become an even more effec+052+4';1761$'%1/'#0'8'0/14''>
'%
UJWFFEVDBUPS4FBSDIXJUIJOZPVSTDIPPM
6+8''&7%#614'#4%*9+6*+0;1745%*11.
system or local institutions for opportunities
5;56'/14.1%#.+056+676+105(1412214670+6+'5
for professional development. There are
(14241('55+10#.&'8'.12/'06*'4'#4'
QMFOUZPGPOMJOFPQUJPOT UPP4VDIFEVDB2.'06;1(10.+0'126+1056117%*'&7%#
tional courses provide convenience but often
6+10#.%1745'52418+&'%108'0+'0%'$761(6'0
lack face-to-face interaction. If you are
.#%-(#%'61(#%'+06'4#%6+10(;17#4'
willing to travel and lodge, consider col9+..+0)6164#8'.#0&.1&)'%105+&'4%1.
legiate institutions that offer
summer-only
.')+#6'+056+676+1056*#61>
'457//'410.;

TFTTJPOT"RVJDLPOMJOFTFBSDIPGTVNNFS
5'55+10537+%-10.+0'5'#4%*1(57//'4
continuing music studies provides sessions
%106+07+0)/75+%567&+'52418+&'55'55+105
BMMPWFSUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT GSPN5IF6OJ#..18'46*'0+6'&6#6'5(41/*'0+
WFSTJUZPGUIF"SUTJOBSPVOE1IJMBEFMQIJB
8'45+6;1(6*'465+0
#4170&*+.#&'.2*+#
UP7BOEFS$PPL$PMMFHFPG.VTJDJO$IJDBHP
61
#0&'411-1..')'1(75+%+0*+%#)1
PSUIF"NFSJDBO#BOE$PMMFHFJO"TIMBOE 
146*'/'4+%#0#0&1..')'+05*.#0&
0SF4PNFOBUJPOBMFOTFNCMFTPĄFSTVN4'1/'0#6+10#.'05'/$.'51>
'457/
mer sessions, too, where you learn side by
/'45'55+1056119*'4';17.'#405+&'$;
TJEFXJUIUIFFOTFNCMFTNVTJDJBOTBOEJUT
5+&'9+6*6*''05'/$.'5/75+%+#05#0&+65
DPOEVDUPS&WFO/FX:PSL$JUZT$BSOFHJF
%10&7%6148'0'9"14-+6;5#40')+'
)BMMPGGFSTB.VTJD&EVDBUPS4VNNFS
#..1(('45#75+%&7%#6147//'4

Performances
Live Streamed at
livestream.com/wcupa

WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA

School of Music
Explore a career in music at West Chester University’s School of Music,
accredited with the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) in
the following degree programs:
B.M. Music Education (instrument, keyboard, voice)
B.M. Music Performance (instrument, keyboard, voice, jazz)
B.M. Music Theory
B.M. Music History
B.M. Music Composition
B.M. Music with Elective Studies in an Outside Field
M.M. Piano Pedagogy
M.M. Music History and Literature
M.M. Music Theory and Composition
M.M. Music Education (Research Report, Performance, OrffSchulwerk, Kodaly Option, Music Technology)
M.M. Music Performance (Instrumental, Instrumental Conducting,
Choral Conducting, Vocal, Piano, Organ)

wcupa.edu/music

NASM

National Association
of Schools of Music
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Workshop at a ridiculously low cost with
?êOBODJBMBJEPQUJPOT%FDJEFXIBUUZQFPG
0#0%+#.#+&126+105'%+&'9*#66;2'1(
professional development best fits your
241('55+10#.&'8'.12/'06$'56(+65;174
schedule, finances,
aspirations, and will
5%*'&7.'?
0#0%'5#52+4#6+105#0&9+..
best inspire you. If you are willing to
$'56+052+4';17(;17#4'9+..+0)61
explore, you are destined to find
a course,
':2.14';17#4'&'56+0'&61?
0&#%1745'
workshop, or program that fits
your musical
914-5*1214241)4#/6*#6?
65;174/75+%#.
interest.
+06'4'56
*GZPVBSFOUQMBOOJOHUPFOSPMMJOGPSNBM
(;17#4'062.#00+0)61'041..+0(14/#.
professional development, then locate a
241('55+10#.&'8'.12/'066*'0.1%#6'#
NFOUPSPSUXP1JDLUIFCSBJOTPGUIPTF
/'061414691+%-6*'$4#+051(6*15'
colleagues you admire and hope to emulate.
%1..'#)7'5;17#&/+4'#0&*12'61'/7.#6'
5BMLTIPQ"TLRVFTUJPOT PQJOJPOT TVH#.-5*125-37'56+10512+0+10557)
gestions, and recommendations regarding
)'56+105#0&4'%1//'0&#6+1054')#4&+0)
UIFTFBEWJTFSTQSPHSBNT SFDSVJUNFOUBOE
6*'5'#&8+5'45241)4#/54'%47+6/'06#0&
retainment tactics, schedules, perfor4'6#+0/'066#%6+%55%*'&7.'52'4(14
NBODFT PSUFBDIJOHTUZMFT"TLUIFNUP
/#0%'5146'#%*+0)56;.'55-6*'/61
share their teaching experiences and
5*#4'6*'+46'#%*+0)':2'4+'0%'5#0&
thoughts about the current and future state
6*17)*65#$1766*'%744'06#0&(7674'56#6'
of music education. Or, offer
to mentor a
1(/75+%'&7%#6+1041>
'461/'0614#
novice teacher and offer
the same learning
018+%'6'#%*'4#0&1>
'46*'5#/'.'#40+0)
experience to him/her.
':2'4+'0%'61*+/
*'4
Have you been maintaining your musi#8';17$''0/#+06#+0+0);174/75+
DJBOTIJQ  4FFNZDPMVNOGSPN+BOVBSZ
%+#05*+2''/;%1.7/0(41/#07#4;
(;17#4'&1+0)8'4;.+66.'6*'57/
*GZPVBSFEPJOHWFSZMJUUMF UIFTVNmer may provide more time to practice. If
/'4/#;2418+&'/14'6+/'6124#%6+%'(
you are doing nothing at all with your
;17#4'&1+0)016*+0)#6#..9+6*;174
instrument, then find
it, dust it off,
get it
+05647/'066*'0?
0&+6&756+61>
)'6+6
repaired if necessary, and use it. Once you
4'2#+4'&+(0'%'55#4;#0&75'+60%';17
feel confident
practicing your musical skills
(''.%10?
&'0624#%6+%+0);174/75+%#.5-+..5
again, consider ways to engage with other
#)#+0%105+&'49#;561'0)#)'9+6*16*'4
musicians or discover opportunities for
/75+%+#0514&+5%18'412214670+6+'5(14
performance. Volunteer
at church to sing
2'4(14/#0%'
1.706''4#6%*74%*615+0)
PSQMBZZPVSJOTUSVNFOU1SBDUJDFEVFUT
142.#;;174+05647/'064#%6+%'&7'65
with a colleague. Organize a chamber
9+6*#%1..'#)7'4)#0+<'#%*#/$'4
FOTFNCMF TVDIBTBUSJP RVBSUFU PSRVJOUFU
'05'/$.'57%*#5#64+137#46'61437+06'6
+PJOBDPNNVOJUZFOTFNCMF1FSGPSNJOB
1+0#%1//70+6;'05'/$.''4(14/+0#
musical as a cast member, ensemble mem/75+%#.#5#%#56/'/$'4'05'/$.'/'/
ber, or as a member in the pit orchestra.
$'414#5#/'/$'4+06*'2+614%*'564#
3FUVSOUPNBLJOHNVTJDBHBJO OPUKVTU
'674061/#-+0)/75+%#)#+0016,756
conducting or teaching it.
%10&7%6+0)146'#%*+0)+6
If you enjoy composing, you may find
(;17'0,1;%1/215+0);17/#;?
0&
additional time to write your own music
#&&+6+10#.6+/'6194+6';174190/75+%
PSUPEFTJHONBSDIJOHCBOEESJMM"UUFOEB
1461&'5+)0/#4%*+0)$#0&&4+..66'0&#
DPODFSUUIBUZPVEPOUIBWFUPQMBO DPO%10%'466*#6;17&106*#8'612.#0%10
duct, perform, or adjudicate. You may be
&7%62'4(14/14#&,7&+%#6'"17/#;$'
able to actually enjoy listening to music
#$.'61#%67#..;'0,1;.+56'0+0)61/75+%
without the stress of organization. Imagine
9+6*1766*'564'551(14)#0+<#6+10/#)+0'
that!
3FHBSEMFTTPGZPVSTVNNFSQMBOT CF
')#4&.'551(;17457//'42.#05$'
sure to refresh yourself and your music
574'614'(4'5*;1745'.(#0&;174/75+%
program. Make a musical splash!
241)4#/#-'#/75+%#.52.#5*
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